openSUSE admin - tickets #62765
mirror disappeared - Middle East Technical University - http://ftp.metu.edu.tr/opensuse/

Status: Resolved
Start date: 29/01/2020
Priority: Normal
Due date: 
Assignee: pjessen
% Done: 100%
Due date: 
Category: Mirrors
Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 

Description

http 404

History

#1 - 30/01/2020 09:05 am - pjessen
- Category set to Mirrors
- Assignee set to pjessen
- Private changed from Yes to No

#2 - 09/02/2020 09:31 am - pjessen
- Due date set to 16/02/2020
- Status changed from New to Feedback

# mb show metu

identifier : metu.edu.tr
operatorName : Middle East Technical University
operatorUrl : http://metu.edu.tr/
baseUrl : http://ftp.metu.edu.tr/opensuse/
baseUrlRsync : rsync://ftp.metu.edu.tr/opensuse/
region : eu
country : tr
asn : 1967
prefix : 144.122.0.0/16
lat,lng : 39.927,32.864
regionOnly : False
countryOnly : True
asOnly : False
prefixOnly : False
div6Only : False
otherCountries : 
fileMaxsize : 0
publicNotes : 
score : 50
enabled : True
statusBaseUrl : False
admin : Saygin Ozan
adminEmail : saygin@metu.edu.tr

I have written to the admin above to inquire about status.
#3 - 17/02/2020 12:30 pm - p Jessen
- Due date changed from 16/02/2020 to 01/03/2020

#4 - 26/03/2020 09:25 am - p Jessen
- Due date deleted (01/03/2020)
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

No response, zip, nada, rien. Still returns a 404. I will delete this mirror.